
THE INSTRUMENTS OF CONFLICT FROM A FUTURES PERSPECTIVE

Conflict inevitably will persist in various ways and forms over the next generaIon. While 
convenIonal internal and inter-state conflicts may well be similar in moIves and 
scale, technological change already is clearly influencing the nature of 
conflict more broadly speaking and will increasingly do so as capaciIes 
become more sophisIcated and as the issue and areas of contenIon 
also go beyond the planet. 

As with many aspects of the future, it would be a mistake to try to 
predict the plethora of new types of conflicts and new types of 
weapons that will be available in a generaIon’s Ime.  
For the generaIon that had witnessed the military hardware and strategies 
used towards the end of the First World War, there was liPle resemblance to 
those that were employed by the beginning of the Second World War in 1939, 20 years later. 
When the Second World War broke out, blitzkrieg reflected a new concept in rapid and 
integrated invasions, the Heinkel aircraV was one of the most technologically advanced of its 
kind, the emergence of stealth submarines and the Vergeltungswaffe gun designed to 
bombard London from the French coast were all indicaIve of ‘lessons learned’ and 
unprecedented technologies.  

And, then on 16 July 1945, the United States detonated the first atomic bomb. That 
technological innovaIon changed some of the most basic assumpIons about the nature of 
vulnerability, dimensions of destrucIon and longer-term consequences. It, too, changed 
many fundamental aspects of diplomaIc discourse, percepIon of threats and alternaIve 
approaches to conflict designed to avoid the use of nuclear weapons. 

Similarly, the generaIon that looks towards 2050 cannot predict with any certainty the types 
of tacIcs and strategies and the weapon systems that will underpin conflicts by then. 
However, in the context of the changing nature of humanitarian needs, one can anIcipate 
with more than a degree of certainty four basic characterisIcs of future conflicts:  

• quantum compuIng will revoluIonise naIonal security 
• the arena for conflict will transcend borders beyond earth 
• the sphere of operaIons will expand from the physical domain to the domain of 

consciousness    1

• convenIonal state systems and structures will no longer be the sole determinants of 
large-scale conflict 

Quantum compuIng and naIonal security 

Most sophisIcated militaries have the capacity to observe potenIal targets, evaluate their 
threats and orient their weapons accordingly. Quantum compuIng by the 2020’s has 
significantly enhanced such capaciIes. However, what quantum compuIng will be able to 
provide military operaIons in the foreseeable future will be to decide on priority targets and 
to trigger an assault – to act against the perceived enemy.  So called threat evaluaIon and 
weapon assignment are essenIal, but ‘the holy grail lies in complete decision support where 
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military have situaIonal understanding and are supported by system generated course of 
acIon and validaIon.’   In other words, quantum compuIng and related machine learning 2

may well take acIon out of the hands of human beings, though not their horrific 
consequences. In a related vein is the domain of consciousness.  

The domain of consciousness 

In future conflict, according to Chinese experts, the baPlefield is expected to extend into 
new virtual domains. According to China’s Major-General He Fuchu, ‘The sphere of 
operaIons will be expanded from the physical domain to the informaIon domain to the 
domain of consciousness; the human brain will become a new combat space.’ Consequently, 
success on the future baPlefield will require achieving not only ‘biological dominance,’ but 
also ‘mental, cogniIve dominance and intelligence dominance’. Towards that end, 

Biological interdisciplinary technology will make future combat plaforms move 
towards human-computer integraIon and intelligenIzaIon. In the future, human-
like brain informaIon processing systems will achieve revoluIonary breakthroughs, 
such as high-performance low-power compuIng, highly intelligent autonomous 
decision-making…promoIng the emergence of highly intelligenIzed and 
autonomous combat forces.  3

Beyond Earth’s borders 

‘Rods from God,’ -- a device launched from outer space that can penetrate the Earth’s 
atmosphere at 8 kms/second and penetrate deeply buried bunkers or other command and 
control targets, asteroid manipulaIon to target Earth-based or outer space-based targets, 
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‘satellite eaIng’ satellites that can devour all communicaIon systems located in outer space 
are just a few examples of the growing numbers of weapons that will change the very nature 
and impact of conflict in the future.  
 
Beyond the impact of outer space military capaciIes on planet Earth are the possible 
impacts in a generaIon’s Ime on habitats and sePlements, be they on other planets or their 
moons, that might find themselves in compeIIon with each other. The importance of 
securing areas most accessible to resources, potenIal conflict between those colonies that 
have been established by Earth-based powers that are stronger or indeed those that are 
already in intense compeIIon on Earth, the consequences of such simultaneously 
conflicIng interests are just a few of the factors that might see the possibility of potenIal 
catastrophic conflicts far away from Earth – though directly or indirectly severely impacIng 
it.  

Conflict Perpetrators 

The various forms of systems and networks that will be considered in a generaIon’s Ime will 
reflect the ways that socieIes will be structured and resources allocated. States and the 
internaIonal construct for which they are generally responsible are assumed to be the 
triggers and perpetrators of conflict on an internaIonal scale. However, other forms of 
governance structures may emerge in various forms in a generaIon’s Ime. One could be a 
more atomized construct, where social, poliIcal and economic dynamics are determined 
principally by fluid, self-organising enIIes. They may exist in parallel and frequently 
independently of convenIonal state structures and the assumpIons and processes that 
normally guide economic, poliIcal and social insItuIons.  

For example, the sheer financial and economic prospects of mining in outer space offers 
rewards few could resist and could well be a source of intense, possibly violent compeIIon. 
Supposedly, the asteroid 16-Psyche offers prospectors an esImated $10,000 quadrillion 
worth of metals; and, even though some suggest that its true value is grossly exaggerated, it 
is difficult to imagine that corporate compeIIon, someImes supported by governments and 
someImes not, would become sources of considerable tensions and conflict.   4

Who would be the determinants of conflict – the triggers and perpetrators – is a quesIon 
that needs to be considered when reflecIng on the relaIonship between human agency in 
the future and large-scale violence on planet Earth and the oceans beyond.
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